
ABSTRACT

ThisdIssertdtion deals with the identification of the secondary

clay minerals in ^i\teen different Trinidad clays from six localities

(Valencia, "'al lertield. Rank of Arioo River, Moner ^^anzanilla, Chaauanas

and. the '^uatanajaro Area) Two oeneral areas of the subject were

1nvest1oated. (i) the mineralooy of the clays and (ii) their physical

ceramic orooertie:^ Reoarciinn mineralooy, two techniaues were used for

determination, (i) X-ray diffraction analysis and (li) surface area

measurements The ohysical ceramic properties investioated include the

plastic, dryina and firinn properties.

An account is niven of the various methods used for

crystal looranhic identification, oarticularly with respect to the clay

minerals montmori 11omte, il l ite, kaol inite, vermiculite and<chlorite; and

some mention is made of the means of identification of the accessory

minerals quartz, feldsoar, talc and nyroohy1 1ite-

The established methods of sample Preparation for X-ray

Identification as well as modifications of them are described and discussed

The procedure, devised by Hem>y et at ('1931) for indexina X-ray oowder

oatterns and the determination of unit cell parameters is discussed, as is

also a modification of the method,. This modification was successfully

aoplied in an analysis of a samnle of the pure clay mineral Illite, and.

subsequently of a sample of an unknown clay, which was determined as

beinn predominantly illite. Particular attention is oaid to the problem

of index inn, since with clays, it is not uncommon to find a particular set

of ■'Ml ler Indices associated in differina conditions with varyina Braaq

anales and intensities of diffraction.



Hith reodrd to the technique of Counter Diffractometry, attention

is focussed on particle size separations, and sample preparation as

essential preliminaries to the^process of obtaininq the X-ray diffraction

spectra. The method allows for" the immediate recopnition of the presence

of quartz as well as very fine-arained material which may be present in

fractions of particle size less than two microns, and the need for its

removal in the preparation of the sample for X-ray analysis is discussed.

The success of such separations is assessed and, indeed it miaht be noted

here that as a result of these separations, material was procured which

served to provide reference diffractoarams for the identification of

quartZo These are discussed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

Analysis by surface area, which forms the subject of Chapters 7

and 8,is limited in that it effectively tells us only whether or not there

is smectite associated with all the other secondary clay minerals. Some

typical values for some pure clay minerals reported by Dao-is (1968) are

presented and are compared with those obtained from similar pure clay minerals

in the investipations described in this dissertation. The method followed

was essentially that devised by Eiiantaury and Arnold (1972) .

The determination of some physical ceramic properties of the

clay samples is described, and the results obtained are compared with the

findinps from the surface area measurements and mineralogical composition.

Wherever appropriate, each chapter ends with a discussion or

comment on the investipations described in it and the results obtained.

Finally, in an overall perspective, the main experimental findinps are

reviewed, and in the last Chapter (10) summarised and appraised. This is then

followed by suapestions as to future research in extension of the work

described in this dissertation-


